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Non-Fermi-Liquid Behavior of SrRuO 3: Evidence from Infrared Conductivity
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The reflectivity of the itinerant ferromagnet SrRuO3 has been measured between 50 and 25 000 cm21

at temperatures ranging from 40 to 300 K, and used to obtain conductivity, scattering rate, and effec
mass as a function of frequency and temperature. We find that at low temperatures the conduct
falls unusually slowly as a function of frequency (proportional to1yv1y2), and at high temperatures
it even appears to increase as a function of frequency in the far-infrared limit. The data sugg
that the charge dynamics of SrRuO3 are substantially different from those of Fermi-liquid metals.
[S0031-9007(98)07069-0]
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The occurrence of novel phenomena and new phys
in correlated-electron systems is a recurring theme
condensed matter physics.d-electron based systems, in
particular, present the combined intrigue of a range of d
matic phenomena, including superconductivity and itine
ant ferromagnetism, and a tendency towards inscrutabil
associated with the fact that key electronic states are
ten intermediate between the ideals of localization a
itinerancy, which provide the starting points for mos
theory.

Ruthenates constitute a class of transition-metal oxid
occurring in both layered [1,2] and nearly cubic structure
Both electronic conduction and magnetic properties a
associated with bands involving Ru-4d orbitals hybridized
with O-2p levels, which manifest a range of phenomen
including superconductivity and magnetism. For SrRuO3,
which exhibits a transition from a paramagnetic to a fe
romagnetic state atTc ø 150 K, band-structure calcula-
tions are able to reproduce basic aspects of the magn
behavior [3–6]. Specific heat and photoemission stud
[4,7], however, produced results for density of states a
bandwidth that differ from band theory in a manner th
indicates the importance of electron correlation effec
In addition, transport studies [4,8–10] of SrRuO3 show
unusual aspects at low temperature, where a resistiv
minima is observed even while the resistivity remain
very low, and at high temperature, where thepdc increases
nearly linearly with temperature, passing through th
Ioffe-Regel limit without evidence of crossover or satu
ration. The latter phenomenon has been regarded as
gestive of non-Fermi-liquid behavior, and has been us
as a phenomenological definition of “bad metals” [11
Evidence that magnetic scattering plays a substantial r
in the electronic transport includes the temperature dep
dence ofpdc nearTc, where novel critical behavior has
been explored by Kleinet al. [8,9]. SrRuO3 thus appears
to be a correlated system with unusual aspects, in wh
the interplay of magnetism and charge transport, and
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dynamics of strong magnetic scattering, can be fruitfull
studied. Its relationship to cuprate compounds, which a
close to antiferromagnetism, is also of natural interest.

In this Letter we present infrared and optical studie
of SrRuO3 which use reflectivity measurements to obtain
conductivity, scattering rate, and effective mass as
function of frequency. Previously Bozovicet al. [12]
and de la Cruzet al. [13] have measured the room
temperature reflectivity of ruthenate compounds or alloy
and Katsufujiet al. [14] have studied in detail the out-
of-plane response of the layered ruthenate, Sr2RuO4.
In the present work we examine for the first time the
temperature dependence of the low frequency dynami
of SrRuO3, which is central to understanding the basic
nature of charge transport in this system. We find tha
at low temperature the conductivity tends to follow a
power law of s1svd ~ 1yv1y2, which is close to the
phenomenological fit used for cuprates [15], but far from
that of conventional metals, wheres1svd falls like 1yv2.
This behavior is expressible in terms of a frequenc
dependent renormalized scattering rate which increas
strongly and almost linearly with frequency, and may b
associated with strong interactions between the curre
carrying electrons and a magnetic fluctuation spectrum
AboveTc the scattering rate remains quite high, consiste
with other evidence for the retention of magnetic charact
at a local scale [16], and the conductivity appears t
increase as a function ofv at our lowest frequencies.
These behaviors represent a substantial departure from
phenomenology of clean Fermi-liquid metals.

The samples used in this work are films grown epitax
ally on SrTiO3 substrates. They are similar to films de-
scribed previously by Kleinet al. [8,9], and distinguished
by their large residual resistivity ratios and excellentin situ
reflection high-energy electron diffraction patterns [8,9]
For the reflectivity measurements, relatively thick films ar
used (e.g., 220, 420, and 1000 nm), and a Ag reference fi
is evaporated adjacent to the sample which is mounted
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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a circulating helium cryostat. Infrared and optical mea
surements covering the range from 30 to 25 000 cm21 are
carried out using both Fourier-transform and grating spe
trometers [17]. A Kramers-Kronig transform is utilized
to obtain the real part of the conductivity and dielectri
function from the measured reflectivity. Approximately
Drude-like extrapolations, which are utilized at low fre
quency, do not appreciably affect the data above abo
80 cm21. We have experimented with several termina
tions at high frequency, and find that while the differen
approaches can lead to different behavior fore1svd and
s1svd between 15 000 and 25 000 cm21, the choice of ter-
mination conditions has no effect on the form of the resul
below 15 000 cm21, and does not introduce or eliminate
any features ins1svd.

In Fig. 1 the reflectivity of SrRuO3 is shown at 40 and
295 K, along with the dielectric function,e1svd, which
crosses zero at about 10 000 cm21. The qualitative simi-
larity of the reflectivity of the related ruthenate alloy
compound Ca0.5Sr0.5RuO3 to that of a typical cuprate
superconductor has been noted by Bozovicet al. [12].
The temperature dependence of the reflectivity at low fr
quency is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. This temperatu
dependence is closely related to the temperature dep
dence of the resistivity, with a higher reflectivity at low
temperature corresponding to a lower resistivity.

From the measured reflectivity we obtain conductivit
as a function of frequency at a dense grid of temperatur

FIG. 1. The reflectivity and the real part of the dielectric
function of a 420 nm SrRuO3 film are shown at 40 K (solid)
and 295 K (dotted). The inset shows the low frequenc
reflectivity for the same film at temperatures of 40, 80, 105
125, 145, 165, 185, 205, 225, 250, and 295 K. The spec
at 40 and 145 K are solid, 250 K is dashed, and all others a
dotted lines.
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from 40 K to room temperature. In Fig. 2a we sho
s1svd, along with unrenormalized scattering rate, ca
culated as described below Eq. (1). Our focus in th
Letter is on the temperature dependent evolution of t
electron dynamics, as reflected in the overall shape
s1svd, while the relatively sharp peaks near 580 an
about 500 cm21 are associated with direct absorption b
infrared active, zone-center phonons (involving motio
of oxygen ions relative to cation atoms). Because the
phonon features are distinct from the electronic condu
tivity, it is appropriate to subtract their contribution from
the complex conductivity before calculating the electron
scattering rates.

The data presented here provide a basis with which
test our understanding of the charge dynamics of SrRu3,
in particular, andd-level oxide systems, in general. Sev
eral aspects are interesting or unusual. Although t
low temperature conductivity falls monotonically with
frequency, it does so with a form that is qualitativel
different from that of a conventional metal. This is em
phasized in Fig. 3a, where the conductivity at 40 K
shown along with a calculation proportional to1yv1y2,
which is much slower than the conventional1yv2 de-
pendence. This curve provides a good representation
the conductivity above about80 cm21. The conductivity
spectra at higher temperatures (145 and 250 K are a
shown in Fig. 3a) also follow this1yv1y2 form above a
temperature dependent crossover frequency of order3kBT

FIG. 2. (a) The real part of the conductivity of SrRuO3 is
shown for temperatures of 40, 80 (solid), 105, 125, 145 (soli
165, 185, 205, 225, and 250 K (dashed). (b) The unrenorm
ized scattering rate calculated forvp  25 000 cm21 is shown
for the same temperature sequence.
2499
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FIG. 3. (a) The real part of the conductivity of SrRuO3 is
shown for temperatures of 40 (solid), 145 (solid), and 250
(dashed). The dotted curve is a calculation ofcyv1y2, which
fits the experimental conductivity well above a temperatu
dependent crossover frequency of about3kBTyh̄. The triangle
and square on thev  0 axis represent estimates ofs1s0d, at
145 and 250 K, respectively, from dc resistivity measuremen
(b) The renormalized scattering rate is shown for 40 (solid
145, and 250 K (dashed). The dotted curves are linear fits
tp21svd at 40 and 145 K, which have the same slope (unit
and intercepts that differ by340 cm21 sø 500 Kd. The lowest
dotted curve is an estimate of the frequency dependence
tp21svd due to electron-electron scattering in a good metal
ferromagnet. (c) The mass renormalization parameter,mpsvd,
is shown for 40 (solid), 145, and 250 K (dashed).

in each case. It thus appears that the data can be descr
in terms of this simple power law form, augmented b
a low frequency cutoff which scales withT [allowing
s1svd to extrapolate to an appropriate, finite dc value
We know of no theoretical basis on which to understan
the proportionality ofs1svd to 1yv1y2.

A second unusual aspect of the data is evident in t
high-temperature, low frequency behavior ofs1svd. At
250 K, for example,s1svd appears to increase betwee
about 100 and 200 cm21. Whether the qualitative form
of the conductivity actually changes as the temperatu
is reduced or whether the maximum instead shifts
2500
K
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frequencies below our range is unresolved. This for
is reminiscent of the behavior of highly disordered sys
tems, where the frequency of the maximum ofs1svd
is related to a characteristic length scale associat
with localization. In the present case, this would im
ply a length scale of about 4 nm at 250 K; howeve
it is not at all clear what this means in this system
which has only a very small amount of disorder a
judged by the very high residual resistance ratio [8
Perhaps strong inelastic scattering can, in the presen
of modest disorder, lead to such a phenomenolog
which could be described as a “dynamically induce
localization.” It may be relevant to note here that mode
amounts of disorder are associated with the appearance
a Kondo-like minimum in the resistivity at low tempera-
ture [8]. Issues related to the position and nature of th
metal insulator phase boundary in various ruthenium oxid
compounds also remain unresolved and of significa
interest.

From the infrared data, and, in particular, the unreno
malized scattering rate, shown in Fig. 2b, one can estima
the electron mean free path,,. At 145 K, for example,
t21svd extrapolates to a low frequency value of abou
1200 cm21 s. 2.3 3 1014 sec21), which, using calcu-
lated values [3,4] ofyf , corresponds to, . 0.6 and
1.2 nm for majority and minority spin carriers, respec
tively. Consistent with other estimates [4,8], the prese
values are comparable to the size of a unit cell, sugge
ing that this system is close to a regime in which ordinar
Boltzmann transport theory may not be applicable. Th
low values of the mean free path may be related to the u
usual form of the conductivity as a function ofv.

One way in which to view the possible implications
of the unusual form of the conductivity is in terms o
a frequency dependent scattering rate and mass, wh
are calculated from the real and imaginary parts ofssvd
based on the equation

ssvd 
ne2tpsvd

mbmpsvd f1 1 ivtpsvdg
, (1)

wheren is a carrier density,mb a band mass parameter
and tp21svd and mpsvd are the renormalized scatter-
ing rate and mass renormalization parameter, respe
tively. [The unrenormalized scattering rate ist21svd 
tp21svdympsvd.] This approach requires that all the low
frequency conductivity is associated with a single sourc
of intraband character, which should be a good approx
mation in the present case. It provides a natural way
go beyond the simple Drude ansatz, in whicht21svd is
independent ofv andmpsvd ; 1.

The efficacy of this approach for the treatment of bot
d- and f-electron systems has been discussed by seve
authors [15,17–21]. For a heavy-fermion system at lo
temperature,mpsvd is of order unity at high frequency,
and increases to a value comparable to the specific h
mass below a characteristic frequency associated with
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development of coherence. The scattering rate decrea
from a high to a low value through the same frequenc
range. One thus observes in the frequency dependence
these quantities the crossover from the high scattering ra
incoherent state at high energy, to the heavy, coherent st
at low energy. At low temperature and frequencytp21svd
is proportional tov2 in heavy-fermion systems, and, in
general, the leading order corrections to the scattering ra
are proportional toT2 andv2 in Fermi-liquid theories.

For SrRuO3, the renormalized scattering rate in the
range from 50 to1000 cm21 increases linearly with fre-
quency at lowT , as shown in Fig. 3b. In this regime, the
qualitative form oftp21svd is similar to that of an opti-
mally doped cuprate in the normal state [15], and the ma
nitude of the scattering is about 50% larger at a comparab
temperature. Further context is provided by compariso
to expectations for elemental ferromagnets. While th
frequency dependent scattering has not been explici
determined for such systems, one can infer from dc me
surements and theoretical considerations that for go
metallic ferromagnets [8] the nonphonon part of the sca
tering rate is of order1024v2 cm21 (with v in cm21).
Shown in Fig. 3b, this frequency dependence is drama
cally less than that of SrRuO3. The scattering rate of
SrRuO3 is thus very unusual. It differs in its frequency de-
pendence from that expected for Fermi-liquid metals, an
it differs in its magnitude and frequency dependence fro
the inferred scattering rate for Fermi-liquid itinerant ferro
magnets.

At higher temperatures, the qualitative form of the con
ductivity appears to be even more unusual, and probab
beyond the scope of a frequency dependent scattering
scription in the sense thatmpsvd andtp21svd are neither
monotonic nor positive definite at low frequency (Fig. 3)

In summary, we have used infrared and optical refle
tivity measurements to obtains1svd for SrRuO3 in both
the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic states. At low tem
peratures1svd falls like 1yv1y2, andtp21svd increases
approximately linearly withv. At higher temperature,
s1svd is relatively flat and may exhibit a maximum in the
far infrared. Both are difficult to understand within the
context of conventional Eliashberg or Fermi-liquid theory
and suggest the need for novel theoretical approaches
address the nature of charge response in correlatedd-level
oxide systems such as SrRuO3.
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Note added in proof.—The need for a more complete
theory is made more compelling by the recent observatio
of magnetoresistance oscillations at very low temperatur
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in the same set of films [22], suggesting that in clea
enough samples there is a crossover to Fermi-liquid-lik
behavior in the limit ofV  0 andT  0.
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